Accelerate urgent treatment decisions and recommendations by having immediate access to patient data transmitted from clinics and labs.

Virtualizing your EMR applications with itopia allows you to pair your existing IT environment with the high-speed and security of Google Cloud.

Transmit high-resolution images and large file sizes in minutes, enabling medical professionals to act quickly and provide the best patient care.

Want to learn more and see a demo? Contact us at itopia.com or Ask your Google Rep

Manage any number of hospitals, clinics, labs, and research facilities from itopia’s unified, cloud-native console.

No more endpoint management. With itopia, you control all sensitive patient data with HIPAA-compliance on Google Cloud’s network.

Only pay for what you need. Shift from costly, CapEx-intensive on-prem VDI and harness the lightweight scalability of the cloud.

Existing IT assets were virtualized on GCP, enabling the delivery of EEG apps (NeuroWorkbench) and data to neurologists.

The time it took for physicians to share and assess medical imaging was reduced from days to minutes.

No more upfront CapEx for procuring servers, storage, networking, power, cooling, or refreshing of hardware.

itopia’s App Streaming is a low-cost subscription-based price for clinics. No runaway cloud fees.

Reduce the IT burden on staff by 65% with itopia’s automated lifecycle management.

Success Story

Unlock Tremendous Value with an OpEx Model and Automation
Tier 1 sysadmins can quickly deploy **EMR apps on Windows 10 and Windows Server virtualized environments in 24 hours** -- all from a single, unified console.

Easy segmentation of hospitals, clinics, labs, and research facilities with custom images of apps. **One-click onboarding of employees** with centralized management.

Intelligently autoscale compute resources up and down for optimal performance. **Automatically power VMs on and off to match real-time end-user demand.**

**All apps are streamed securely through the browser** -- and all sensitive patient data is stored securely within your GCP project with HIPAA-compliance. itopia’s automation platform does not have access to your data.

Medical professionals enjoy a one-click login to their EMR apps

---

**Limited Offer Promotion (First 20 Hospitals & Clinics)**

**FREE Professional Services**

Up to $10,000 of: Migration, Implementation, Training, Support, and more.